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The hunters of the Barronett design team have realized something, in most cases, bigger is better. With clever hub blind technology and 
high quality lightweight fabric, Big blinds remain very portable and easy to put up. Once you hunt from a Big hub blind, you’ll never want 
anything to do with the small, claustrophobia-inducing wire hoop blinds, common 15 years ago. 
 
Big blinds give you the ability to stand and stretch after patiently waiting for hours. They also allow you the option to shoot while standing, 
especially important with archery equipment. The animals don’t care how big the blind is. When hunting from a Big Barronett Blind, don’t 
silhouette yourself by opening too many windows, wear black so your movements are undetectable against the solid black interior coating, 
and let the blind do the rest. Your quarry will have no idea you’re there until it is too late. 
 
Maybe the best reason to hunt from a Big Barronett Blind is how it provides room for multiple hunters. In a Big blind there is plenty of room to 
take a fidgety kid out for his first turkey hunt, or to share the hunting experience with a friend or spouse. After all, the hunts you will remember 
the most are the ones you share with others. So GO BIG WITH BARRONETT BLINDS, and realize all the advantages a Big Barronett hub 
blind has to offer!

GO BIG WITH
BARRONETT BLINDS™
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SUPERTOUGH™

SUPERTOUGH™, DOUBLE-LAYER, 
WELDED FABRIC



THE “SUPER TOUGH” BIG MIkE™

SPECIFICATIONS  
BM276BT 

Height (A) 80”
Set-Up Size (B) 75” x 75”
Footprint (C) 59” x 59”
Weight 29 lb
Capacity 2-person

A

B

C

 Constructed of SuperTough™, double-layer, welded fabric.

 Versatile window configurations can be opened vertically and horizontally for  
archery and gun hunting.

 Durable with thicker, stiffer poles and a 3-year warranty.

BIG MIkE™ SUPERTOUGH™ 
Woodland™ Camo

80 INCHES TALL FOR  
STANDING SHOTS

EXTRA REINFORCEMENT ON  
ALL CORNERS

EASILY SLIDE BLIND INTO  
OVERSIZED BAG

model BM276BT

The SuperTough™ by Barronett Blinds™ is an enhanced version of the best-
selling Big Mike blind. Constructed of SuperTough™, double-layer, welded 
fabric, this unique fabric is made up of 2 layers of heavy-duty, high thread-
count polyester that is then welded together in a checkerboard pattern. In 
addition the Big Mike™ SuperTough™ also comes with thicker, stiffer poles, 
and extra reinforcement on all corners, ensuring that the SuperTough™ will 
hold up to the abuse for years to come. We at Barronett Blinds™ feel so 
strongly that the Big Mike™ SuperTough™ will hold up, that we have backed 
it with a 3-year warranty. - 5 -

SUPERTOUGH™



BIG MIkE™  
Backwoods™ Camo

BIG MIkE™ Blinds

Most bow-hunters practice shooting while standing, yet they 
hunt out of small, cramped hunting blinds. The Big Mike™ hub 
blind from Barronett Blinds™ is 80” tall, allowing most archers 
enough room to shoot while standing! Big Mike™ fits in small 
places, but lets you stand tall so you’ll have the opportunity to 
get up close and personal with that trophy animal for the thrill 
of a perfect hunt. 

model BM01BW

Versatile 5-panel window  
configurations 80 inches tall for standing shots

Windows dip low for angled shots Portable with carry bag

NEW 2015

80 INCHES  
TALL!
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BIG MIkE™ Blinds



SHOOT WHILE STANDING

SPECIFICATIONS  
BM01BW/BM01BB 

Height (A) 80”
Set-Up Size (B) 75” x 75”
Footprint (C) 59” x 59”
Weight 19 lb
Capacity 2-person

A

B

C

 Smaller footprint and an 80 inch tall design allows for standing 
shots, making it perfect for archery use.

 Versatile window configuration can be opened vertically and  
horizontally for archery and gun hunting.

 Shoot-through mesh windows that can be adjusted on the inside.

 Brush holders provided for additional concealment. 

 Durable, five-hub design for easy set-up and take-down. Simply pop 
up and hunt.

Versatile 5-panel window configurations Windows dip low for angled shots
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BIG MIkE™ 
Blades™ Camo

model BM01BB



BIG MIkE™ XT Blind 7 FEET  
TALL!
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BIG MIkE™ XT



OUR TALLEST HUB BLIND

SPECIFICATIONS  
BM02BT 

Height (A) 84”
Set-Up Size (B) 82” x 82”
Footprint (C) 62” x 62”
Weight 23 lb
Capacity 2-person

A

B

C

 Versatile window configurations can be opened vertically and horizontally for  
archery and gun hunting.

 The durable 5-hub design has thicker poles and will hold up against the elements.

 Brush holders provided for additional concealment.

BIG MIkE™ XT 
Woodland™ Camo

At a full 7-feet tall, nearly any archer 
can shoot while standing

Versatile 5-panel window  
configurations Easily portable with carry bag

This is one big blind. At a full seven feet tall, the Big Mike™ XT allows 
nearly any archer to shoot while standing, and as many as three people 
can hunt in comfort with the 62” x 62” inch footprint. In addition to all that 
room, the Big Mike™ XT is equipped with extra-strong, fiberglass poles and 
hub.  Big Mike™ XT also features interior shoot-through mesh windows that 
can be adjusted on the inside.

model BM02BT
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BIG MIkE™ XT



BIG CAT™ Blinds
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BIG CAT™ Blinds

HUGE INTERIOR ROOM 
80” HEIGHT -- 90” WIDTH

MORE SHOOTING OPTIONS 
LOW PROFILE WINDOWS  

AND THE ABILITY TO  
SHOOT WHILE STANDING



FEATURE FILLED BIG BLIND

SPECIFICATIONS  
BC350BW/BC350BB 

Height (A) 80”
Set-Up Size (B) 90” x 90”
Footprint (C) 70” x 70”
Weight 19 lb
Capacity 3-person
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BIG CAT™ Blinds

model BC350BBmodel BC350BW

NEW  
2015

 Replaceable, shoot-through mesh 
camo windows for broadhead  
use and two ports for gun hunting.

 Durable, five-hub design for easy  
set-up and take-down. Simply  
pop up and hunt.

 Durable, waterproof, tightly  
woven 150D fabric with a black  
interior coating.

BIG CAT™  Backwoods™ Camo BIG CAT™  Blades™ Camo

ZIPPERLESS WINDOWS 
NOISE-FREE ADjUSTMENT

DURABLE FRAMEWORk AND 
STRONG HUBS 

THICkER, STIFFER POLES

A

B

C



COOL FACTOR™  
Blades™ Camo

                       Blinds

On hot days, our testing revealed that the temperature inside a 
blind can exceed outside temperatures by up to 40° Fahrenheit.

With the Cool Factor™, there was 3 times less temperature rise, 
making blind hunting in hot weather a whole lot more comfortable.

Versatile 5-panel window  
configurations 80 inches tall for standing shots

Making hot weather hunting  
a whole lot more comfortable Easily portable with carry bag

model CF275BB

3X LESS 
TEMPERATURE RISE
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COOL FACTOR™

VENTED ROOF PANELS LET HEAT OUT,  
WITHOUT LETTING LIGHT IN



THE FIRST FULLY VENTED HUB BLIND

 Smaller footprint and an 80 inch tall design allows for standing 
shots, making it perfect for archery use.

 Versatile window configuration can be opened vertically and  
horizontally for archery and gun hunting.

 Replaceable, shoot-through mesh windows that can be  
adjusted on the inside.

 Brush holders provided for additional concealment.

SPECIFICATIONS  
CF275BB/CF275BT 

Height (A) 80”
Set-Up Size (B) 75” x 75”
Footprint (C) 59” x 59”
Weight 19 lb
Capacity 2-person

A

B

C

COOL FACTOR™ 
Woodland™ Camo

Windows dip low for angled shots Versatile 5-panel window  
configurations Easily portable with carry bag

model CF275BT

4 SEPARATE VENTS CAN BE  
OPENED OR CLOSED
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GROUNDER™ 250

 SPECIFICATIONS  
 GR251BT 

 Height (A) 67”
 Set-Up Size (B) 75” x 75”
 Footprint (C) 59” x 59”
 Weight 16 lb
 Capacity 2-person

GROUNDER™ 250 Blind

 Durable, five-hub design for easy set-up and take-down. 
Simply pop up and hunt.

 Durable, waterproof, tightly woven 150D fabric with a black  
interior coating.

 Full-length zippered door located in corner for easy entry.

 Includes gear storage pocket and replaceable shoot-through  
mesh camo windows.

 Tie-down ropes and ground stakes are included.

GROUNDER™ 250 
Woodland™ Camo

Quick set-up and take-down for a success hunt Durable, lightweight fabric
model GR251BT

A

B

C

NEW DESIGN  
FOR 2015



SPECIFICATIONS  
GR351BT 

Height (A) 80”
Set-Up Size (B) 90” x 90”
Footprint (C) 70” x 70”
Weight 19 lb
Capacity 3-person

GROUNDER™ 350 
Woodland™ Camo

Huge interior, 80” tall and 90” wide Easily portable with carry bag

Barronett’s most popular big blind, the Grounder™ 350 offers great 
concealment while being quick to set up, affordable, portable and 
reliable.  With a large footprint, the Grounder™ 350 is large enough for 
up to three people, so it’s perfect for bringing friends or family.  The tall 
ceiling also means Grounder™ 350 is big enough for you to stand and 
shoot.  However, it remains easy to transport and pops open in a breeze. - 15 -

GROUNDER™ 350

GROUNDER™ 350 Blind

model GR351BT

NEW DESIGN  
FOR 2015

A

B

C



BEAST™
 Blind
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BEAST™ Blind

 SPECIFICATIONS  
 BE650BT 

 Height (A) 80”
 Set-Up Size (B) 160” x 90”
 Footprint (C) 140” x 70”
 Weight 32 lb
 Capacity 6-person

 A huge blind at 80 inches tall with a set-up size of 160 x 90 inches.

 Durable, waterproof, tightly woven 150D fabric with a black interior  
coating and sealed roof seams.

 Two full-length, zippered doors located in opposite corners for easy entry.

 Ground skirt around entire blind keeps wind out while containing scents 
and shielding movement.

BEAST™ 
Woodland™ Camo

Large capacity is excellent for group hunts Holds up to 6 people

The Beast™ is the only side-by-side hub blind on the market. This monster 
hub blind was developed due to hunter requests for an even bigger hub 
blind that remains easy to set-up, portable, and easy to store. So if you’re 
on a four-person party hunt, need to hide that four-wheeler, or simply like a 
ridiculous amount of room, check our new Beast side-by-side hub blind.

model  

BE650BT

THE ORIGINAL  
SIDE-BY-SIDE HUB BLIND

A

B

C



SPECIFICATIONS  
BB01BT 

Height (A) 67”
Set-Up Size (B) 87” x 87”
Footprint (C) 76” x 76”
Weight 19 lb
Capacity 2-person

 Flared-base design provides 30% more interior room.

 The extra-wide interior allows hunters to avoid spooking game by staying  
farther away from open windows.

 Versatile window configurations great for archery or gun use.

BELL BOTTOM™ 
Woodland™ Camo

Versatile window configurations 30% more interior room Dozens of brush holders  
improve concealment

The Bell Bottom™ is the world’s first flared-base hub blind. Like other hub 
blinds, the Bell Bottom™ is extremely portable, easy to set-up, easy to take 
down, and has no loose parts; but the flared base offers many advantages, 
especially for archers. Flaring the bottom creates more interior room 
without adding extra weight. The extra-wide interior allows hunters to 
avoid spooking game by staying further away from open windows, and 
also provides more room to draw a bow or lift a cross bow into shooting 
position. In addition, the flared-base design creates larger vertical window 
openings that are much easier for archers to shoot from while seated.

model BB01BT
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BELL BOTTOM™

BELL BOTTOM™ Blind
THE FIRST FLARED-BASE  
HUB BLIND

A

B

C
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BARRONETT BLINDS™

HUB CAT™  
Woodland™ Camo

 Durable, five-hub design for easy set-up and  
take-down. Simply pop up and hunt.

 Ground skirt around entire blind keeps wind out 
while containing scents and shielding movement. 

 Durable, waterproof, tightly woven 150D fabric with 
a black interior coating.

model HC250BT

Versatile window configurations 
for archery and gun use

SPECIFICATIONS  
HC250BT 

Height 67”
Set-Up Size 75” x 75”
Footprint 59” x 59”
Weight 16 lb
Capacity 2-person

GROUNDER™ 250  
Snow™ Camo

 Durable, five-hub design for easy set-up and  
take-down. Simply pop up and hunt.

 Ground skirt around entire blind keeps wind out 
while containing scents and shielding movement. 

 Durable, waterproof, tightly woven 150D fabric with 
a black interior coating.

model GR250BTS

World’s first snow camo blind

SPECIFICATIONS  
HC250BT 

Height 67”
Set-Up Size 75” x 75”
Footprint 59” x 59”
Weight 16 lb
Capacity 2-person
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Barronett Blinds™

SPECIFICATIONS  
14955 

Height 64”
Set-Up Size 70” x 70”
Footprint 56” x 56”
Weight 13 lb
Capacity 2-person

PULSE™  
Woodland™ Camo

model 14955

Ten windows  
with shoot-through mesh

 Durable, five-hub design for easy set-up and  
take-down. Simply pop up and hunt.

 Durable, waterproof, tightly woven 150D fabric with 
a black interior coating.

 No loose poles that require in-field assembly

SPECIFICATIONS  
WS175BT 

Height 64”
Set-Up Size 60” x 60”
Footprint 47” x 47”
Weight 13 lb
Capacity 1-person

WIND STORM™  
Woodland™ Camo

model WS175BT

Blows away wire hoop blinds

 Durable, five-hub design for easy set-up and  
take-down. Simply pop up and hunt.

 Durable, waterproof, tightly woven 150D fabric with 
a black interior coating.

 Full-length zippered door located in corner  
for easy entry

GO BIG WITH BARRONETT BLINDS™



BLOODTRAIL® Backwoods™ is a second generation photo-realistic camo pat-
tern. What sets BLOODTRAIL® camos apart is the vertical orientation, large 
scale, variation in color and depth of field.

With Backwoods™ the scale is even larger, making it effective on large items 
and the great detail makes it impressive at close range. The main focus with-
in the pattern is the grouped colors of brown leaves, green pine needles and 
gray tree trunks to eliminate the “blob” affect when viewed from a distance. 
BLOODTRAIL® Backwoods™ camo pattern will disappear at any distance.
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BLOODTRAIL®

BLOODTRAIL® CAMOS



BLOODTRAIL® Snow™ camo is a photo-realistic 
pattern with the depth of field, resolution, and 
detail that hunters have come to expect in a 
modern camo pattern. What sets BLOODTRAIL® 
Snow™ apart is its scale and vertical orientation. 
The large scale of the pattern makes BLOODTRAIL® 
Snow™ disappear even when viewed from long 
distances, and the vertical orientation mimics that 
seen in nature. 

BLOODTRAIL® Blades™ is a photo-realistic 
field camo unlike anything else on the market. 
Specifically designed for concealment where 
there are few trees, BLOODTRAIL® Blades™ is 
ideal for use in C.R.P. fields, fence rows, grain 
fields and corn fields. The realistic scale of the 
foreground, combined with its depth of field, 
makes BLOODTRAIL® Blades™ disappear when 
viewed from any distance. 

BLOODTRAIL® Woodland™ camo is a photo-
realistic pattern with the depth of field, resolution, 
and detail that hunters have come to expect in a 
modern camo pattern.

What sets BLOODTRAIL® apart is color and 
scale. The vertical orientation of the trees along 
with the large, open pattern allow BLOODTRAIL® 
to disappear in the forest. Some patterns become 
dark “blobs” when viewed from a distance, but 
with the large, open pattern of BLOODTRAIL®, 
and its variation in color, the pattern remains 
effective even when viewed at long range. 
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PHOTO REALISTIC GROUND CAMO



CAMO CHAIR
model CC100BT

BLACk CHAIR
model BC100

 Features BLOODTRAIL® 
camouflage

 Folds and includes carrying  
bag - weighs 7 lb

 250 lb capacity

Barronett Blinds™
 Accessories

 Black material blends well  
with blind interior

 Folds and includes carrying  
bag - weighs 7 lb

 250 lb capacity

BARRONETT 
FLEECE

BARRONETT 
BASEBALL CAP
model 45060

 Comfortable fleece perfect  
for hunting in a Barronett  
Blind

 Black coloring blends well  
with the interior of blind

 One size fits most

 Fitted cap has embroidered 
logo on front and back

BIG BLIND CHAIR
model BA800

 Taller design allows you to sit higher and makes  
seeing out blind windows easier - 3 inches taller  
than typical chairs

 Oversized design for any hunter - 400 lb capacity

 Folds and includes carry bag - weighs 11 lb

BLIND STAkE DOWN kIT
model BA703

 Features 4 heavy-duty stakes with foot pegs to securely 
insert into the ground

 Includes 4 easy-to-use 6’ long cam straps - no need to  
tie ropes or adjust confusing slides

BLAZE ORANGE 
SAFETY CAP
model AV180

BLIND  
PATCH kIT
model BA701

 Offers safety from others hunters  
- 2800 sq. in.

 Fits Barronett hub blinds and many 
other brands

 Attaches quickly and easily

 Heavy duty fabric to repair 
tears

 (1) 24” x 24” piece,  
dark brown

GROUND STAkE BOW HOLDER
model BA702

 Durable design features vinyl coated fork and  
heavy-duty formed rod with ground spade

 Perfect for use inside ground blind to keep your bow  
off the ground and within reach



Blind Model Height Set-Up Size Brush  
Holders

Ground 
Skirt

Ground to Bottom of Window
Weight Camo

Corner Center

SuperTough™ BM276BT 80” 75” x 75” Yes Yes 25” 43” 29 lb

Big Mike™ BM01BW 80” 75” x 75” Yes Yes 25” 43” 19 lb

Big Mike™ BM01BB 80” 75” x 75” Yes Yes 25” 43” 19 lb

Big Mike™ XT BM02BT 84” 82” x 82” Yes Yes 24” 43” 23 lb

Cool Factor™ CF275BB 80” 75” x 75” Yes Yes 25” 43” 19 lb

Cool Factor™ CF275BT 80” 75” x 75” Yes Yes 25” 43” 19 lb

Big Cat™ BC350BW 80” 90” x 90” No Yes 31” 44” 19 lb

Big Cat™ BC350BB 80” 90” x 90” No Yes 31” 44” 19 lb

Grounder™ 350 GR351BT 80” 90” x 90” No No NA 40” 19 lb

Grounder™ 250 GR251BT 67” 75” x 75” No No NA 36” 16 lb

Beast™ BE650BT 80” 160” x 90” No Yes NA 40” 32 lb

Bell Bottom™ BB01BT 67” 87” x 87” Yes Yes 22” 39” 19 lb

Hub Cat™ HC250BT 67” 75” x 75” No Yes 27” 35” 16 lb

Grounder™ 250 GR250BTS 67” 75” x 75” No Yes NA 36” 16 lb

Pulse™ 14955 64” 70” x 70” No No 24” 34” 13 lb

Wind Storm™ WS175BT 64” 60” x 60” No No NA 36” 13 lb

All weights, specifications and features are approximate and are subject to change without notice. Due to continuous product improvements, product images may not be exact. Warning labels in some product images  
may have been removed for photography purposes only. Props shown in photos are not included. Some assembly may be required.
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Barronett Blinds™

A Division of Ardisam, Inc.
Cumberland, WI 54829

800-345-6007
BARRONETTBLINDS.COM

BROCBB © COPYRIGHT 2015 ARDISAM

VISIT WWW.BARRONETTBLINDS.COM

CHECk OUT HOW  
EASY IT IS TO SET UP  

A BIG HUB BLIND

CUSTOMER SERVICE - Complete Stock of Parts and Accessories
At Barronett we always have a complete stock of replacement parts in case you break a pole, 
need a patch kit to repair a fabric tear or if you’re interested in accessories for your blind. Give 
us a call or visit our website to get your parts fast so you can spend more time in the field.


